Let me start by saying, I have never had nice nails….like, never! Which is why I started the whole acrylic nails thing in
my early twenties or so. I would go between wearing them, then swearing to take them off and get my nails “back to
strong and healthy again” (forgetting that they had never been that way to begin with!) Course, I tried every nail
strengthener on the market (and yes, I mean every single one!!!) and eventually, without exception, I would go back to
acrylics or gels because I missed having nice nails that made my “man hands” look not quite so manly.
So, fast forward 20+ years or so…I got gel overlay put on my natural nails a few years ago thinking this would be
better…nope. I ended up taking them off in January 2016 and they were horrible!!!! I mean, worse than ever! I would be
in agony just running my hands under water! They were thinner than paper and made me want to hide my hands from
everyone. Take a look at what they looked like after removal of gels:

Nails after gel overlay (short, red, painful, with ridges!)

Ridge in thumbnail…ouch!

I didn’t know what to do, but I knew I couldn’t go back to the same thing that had turned them this bad to begin with.
Then, enter Justine and her unbelievable recommendations! I don’t actually recall how I found her site but thank God I
did! She recommended to me the 2 most AMAZING products in the world and there was no looking back. I started with
the Trind Natural Nail Repair and Balsam and followed the directions exactly. I am not going to say it happened
overnight but I did see my nails getting a little bit better with each passing week. Then, I ordered the Fabulous Glass Nail
File that Justine recommended (boy, it WAS Fabulous!) and used only that to file any small tears in my nails…when
things started turning around, I got excited! Check out the pix below:

Starting to get healthy…slowly but surely!

Heading in the right direction!

And now I absolutely LOVE wearing polish, all different colors, because I feel great about my hands and nails!

Thank you, Trind!!!!

Honestly, I talk about these products to anyone who will listen!!!! The nail file and Trind products have changed my
nails forever! I will never, ever again put gels or acrylics on my now long, strong beautiful nails! Thank you, Justine, for
sticking with me and offering the encouraging support along the way when I wanted to give up. You told me to be
patient and boy, were you right! Less than 6 months later, my nails are better than they have ever been, even before I
ever started with acrylics and gels. These are the nails I have always wished for…. thanks for all the help!
My only complaint is typing on the computer now….my long nails have slowed down my typing speed a bit ;) Well
worth it, though!
Give these products a try…you will NOT be disappointed!
All the best,
Cass H.

